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Ages: 4+ 
Players: 2+

CONTENTS: Shaker box, 16 bingo cards, markers, and call numbers

OBJECT: The object of the game is to “BINGO!” by covering a row of five numbers in any of 
the following directions:

(1) Horizontally
(2) Vertically
(3) Diagonally

SET-UP: Before playing, punch out the large call numbers. Save the recording board to 
replace the call numbers after the number has been called. Punch out the red markers and 
give each player a supply. Assemble the shaker box and insert call numbers for the game. 
Players choose one or more bingo cards to play on and cover the “free” space with a red 
marker.

GAME PLAY: Select a player to be the “caller” to call out each letter-number on the call 
numbers as they are dispensed from the shaker box. Players having the letter-number 
on their bingo card(s) place a marker over the spot. Continue this play until a player 
“BINGOS”. 

Players leave all markers in place until the person calling “BINGO” has his card checked 
for correctness. If correct, this player is the Winner. If 2 players “BINGO” at the same time, 
continue calling numbers until one of the players can cover a number and win the game!

At the end of each game, players may choose new cards and the Winner of the previous 
game becomes the “Caller”.

INSTRUCTIONS

Download from Www.Somanuals.com. All Manuals Search And Download.
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